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Island of Wings by Karin Altenberg (Book) Longlisted for the
Orange Prize On the ten-hour sailing west from the Hebrides to
the islands of St Kilda.
Book review: Island of Wings - The Scotsman
Island of Wings, By Karin Altenberg. A desolate, affecting
first flight. Reviewed by Boyd Tonkin; Wednesday 4 May

Island of Wings by Karin Altenberg (Book) Longlisted for the
Orange Prize On the ten-hour sailing west from the Hebrides to
the islands of St Kilda.
Island of Wings by Karin Altenberg
On the ten-hour sail west from the Hebrides to the islands of
St. Kilda, everything lies ahead for Lizzie and Neil McKenzie.
Neil is to become the minister to the.
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Lately I Island of Wings is a well-written portrayal of the
isolated lives of a missionary and his family on the island of
Island of Wings. It is his clear calling to spread
Christianity and bring these near-savages to the light, a
God-given opportunity to atone for a personal failure in his
past that we will learn more about as the book continues. Much
of the dialogue between any of the characters felt contrived,
or like a badly-written play.
BasedinStockholm,shehasrecentlymovedtoLondontoworkonhersecondnove
Open Preview See a Problem? Exquisitely written and profoundly
moving, Island of Wings of Wings is more than just an account
of a marriage in peril -- it is also a richly imagined novel
about two people struggling to keep their love, and their
family, alive in a place of terrible hardship and tumultuous
beauty. Samewithherhusband,theminister,andthelocalSt.As the
two adjust to life on an exposed Island of Wings on the edge
of civilization, where the natives live in squalor and subsist
on a diet of seabirds, and babies perish mysteriously in their
first week, their marriage -- and their sanity -- is
threatened. Kilda, and the lives of the Islanders.
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